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Proposal 1 Concept Diagram
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Proposal 1 Plan
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Proposal 1 Perspective

View of café and new playground location.
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Proposal 1 Section A-A’
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Coope in relation to surrounding forest
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Design Proposal 2
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In design #2, we chose to make more parking in exchange for some
green space. The hedged green “wedge” makes for an excellent spot
to sit and eat lunch or drink a cup of coffee (Proposal 2 Plan).
In the middle of the park we placed a beach entry fountain (Proposal 2
Perspective). People, even with disabilities will be able to pass through
it or sit and watch the refreshing spurts of water from the center of the
green space. The visual cues from the fountain will provide a greater
sense of a town “center.”
Behind the coffee shop,
p, an interactive coffee p
plantation has been
proposed. This is a place where people can learn about the different
species of coffee plant and how each one is cultivated.
People will also be able to drink their coffee on the curvilinear seat,
provided
p
o ded in front
o to
of tthe
e sshop.
op This
s view
e from
o tthe
e road
oad p
provides
o des a sense
se se
of community and serves as a spot to watch other people use the space
(Proposal 2 Section).
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Proposal 2 Concept Diagram
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Roughly shows land uses for Proposal 2
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Proposal 2 Plan
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Proposal 2 Perspective

View from parking
lot towards stores.
Notice level change
and steps
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Proposal 2 Section B-B’
B’
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Section through CASEM, showing retaining walls and existing creek.
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Proposal 3 maintains the shape of the parking lot, creates additional
parking,
ki
and
d enhances
h
th
the natural
t l ffeatures
t
off the
th property.
t W
We propose
extending the berm and its plantings along CASEM to stop erosion, redirect
drainage along property lines. To address drainage problems, CASEM
needs reinforced gutters to allow for more gradual introduction to the
aquifer rather than facilitating erosion (Rain Garden Detail).
Greywater from both buildings can flow to a reed bed on the back corner of
the lot. Plant materials and gravity gradually filter greywater for water
quality control (Detail 1).
In the back of the property, the cooperative can expand their demonstration
off coffee
ff production
d ti as wellll as provide
id a scenic
i space (See
(S S
Section
ti A
A-A’).
A’)
A scenic sidewalk lined with coffee plants will connect the coffee shop and
patio area (see Outdoor Café detail). Introducing a small stone wall
between the patio area and delivery area will separate the two uses.
Removing the land berm, allows for widening of the lane going behind the
Coope building.
For the existing open space, we plan to retain it as well as improve its
aesthetic appeal. Low-level plantings mixed with a few trees lining
sidewalks would give the open space more color and shade. Finally,
removing boulders and tree stumps make
makes the open spa
space
e more att
attractive,
safe, and accessible.
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